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In chapter 2, we argued that cinema creates spaces in which the global 

presence of queerness can be experienced, and we insisted that the in-

stitutional spaces of distribution and exhibition cannot be fully sepa-

rated from the immaterial spaces of diegesis and spectatorship. Th e 

potential of that relationship between on- screen and off - screen move-

ments is clearly manifest in Abbas Kiarostami’s Ta’m e guilass/Taste 

of Cherry (1997), a non- queer fi lm that nonetheless engages queer 

cinematic intimacy as a means of establishing a transnational space 

through fi lm form. Th e fi lm’s opening scenes and their reception dem-

onstrate the mutual implication of queerness, narrative space, and the 

global art- house spectator. Mr. Badii, the fi lm’s main character, drives 

around in a Land Rover soliciting younger men to help him with an 

as yet undisclosed job. Th e fi lm brings the spectator into the story 

formally in a series of point- of- view shots and shot/reverse sequences 

that knot together our space and diegetic space as a mutual zone of 
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ambiguous reaching out and solicitation, one that is clearly understood by 
some of the men within the narrative as queer (fi gure 3.1).

When some reviewers noted how easy it is to read this scene as gay cruis-
ing for anonymous sex, other critics and fans jumped to defend Badii’s hetero-
sexuality, insisting that he is only looking for  human compassion. What is 
in ter est ing in this discourse is the way that, for the latter critics, the homo-
erotic implications of the scene would foreclose on its universal ethics (of 
care for the other). Queer bonds  here can represent only specifi c interests 
rather than the universal concerns needed to see the fi lm as humanist. But 
some of the fi lm’s major critics suggest another way to read this ambiguous 
space. Laura Mulvey understands the sequence as “illustrat[ing] this criss-
cross questioning between screen and spectator, playing on diff  er ent kinds 
of uncertainty.”1

Jonathan Rosenbaum has described the aesthetics of Ira nian cinema more 
broadly in terms of an openness in which “open win dows invite exchanges 
with pedestrians, much as moviegoing (as opposed to video watching) gen-
erally entails a private experience within a public space.”2 Both Mulvey and 
Rosenbaum see cinema as an open threshold in which space for an erotics of 
humanism might be created. Hamid Nafi cy goes further, insisting that Taste 
of Cherry is not about suicide at all but about the desire for relationships 
with  others. For him, the introduction of homosexual undertones “subverts 
the offi  cially sanctioned notions of companionship,” making queer relation-

Fig. 3.1: The point- of- view structure in Taste of Cherry’s opening echoes a gay pick-up.
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ality precisely the  thing that can fi gure universal ethics.3 Th us, in Taste of 
Cherry humanism is fi gured as a kind of queer bonding. Same- sex solicita-
tion becomes a means of disorienting both private identifi cations and public 
identities.

Kiarostami himself hints at this eff ect in an interview with the fi lm jour-
nal Positif. When asked  whether he felt critics  were reading homo sexuality 
into the scene, his response was problematic, yet fascinating for the corre-
spondences it suggests: “Of course I deliberately produced this impression. 
 Th ese slightly lecherous undercurrents seemed in ter est ing to me. I  really like 
 children. I get a lot of plea sure in talking with them. But I know that some-
one seeing this from the outside might completely misunderstand what’s 
occurring. It pleased me to mislead [induire] the spectator like this, and to 
return him to his own perversion, to his own fantasies.”4 As Kiarostami rec-
ognizes, cinematic narration can take misrecognition and turn it into a kind 
of revised self- awareness. In the opening of Taste of Cherry, it is a cinematic 
construction of intersubjective space and queer intimacy that allows such 
revisions of subjectivity to emerge. And  these forms of openness and inti-
macy leech back into the pro- fi lmic world: according to Rosenbaum, one of 
the fi rst gay hookup sites in Iran was called “Where Is the Friend’s House?”5

Th is chapter moves into narrative spaces, asking how queerness emerges 
across the thresholds of public and private that both cinema and queer iden-
tities constantly traverse. Indeed, we do not have to move very far from Kiar-
ostami’s ambiguous protagonist to fi nd a more defi nitively queer automotive 
encounter in Ira nian cinema. Th e beginning of Aynehaye rooberoo/Facing 
Mirrors (Negar Azarbayjani, dir., 2011) leads the audience to believe that an 
intimacy shared between two  people in a car is a moment of lesbianism. 
Once again, the spectator is misled by the fi lm, although this misrecognition 
uncomfortably aligns the viewer with the surveilling gaze of the police. Th e 
protagonist, Edi, escapes from the police in the taxi driver Rana’s car and, as 
the narrative evolves, reveals that he is trans. Th is revelation frightens Rana, 
not  because she is transphobic, but  because she is not allowed to be alone 
in a car with a man. She accepts his gender immediately, and it frightens 
her. Suddenly, the all- too- public private space of the taxi is breaking Ira nian 
religious law, and Edi’s trans identity sets off  a series of gendered narrative 
dangers.

Th e director Negar Azarbayjani has spoken of her fi lm’s two incommen-
surate audiences: queer fi lm festivals and religious conservatives in Iran.6 
Th e diffi  culty of speaking at once to both of  these groups illustrates the stakes, 
for queer cinema  today, of narrating the public. Trans issues are po liti cally 
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complicated in Iran, where the state response to transsexuality is supportive 
albeit medicalized, in contradistinction to homo sexuality, which is a capital 
crime.7 Gender reassignment surgery is sometimes proposed in Iran as a 
“cure” for homo sexuality, overdetermining this narrative misrecognition in 
diff  er ent ways. As Rana and Edi talk and drive, however, the fi lm develops 
a space of caring gazes between them, as their aff ection becomes more in-
timate. But the queer nature of this space is redefi ned, honing a narrational 
viewpoint for the viewer that overtly disaggregates itself from both the gaze 
of state control and from a liberal foreign perspective. When in the end Edi 
fl ies to Germany, he is escaping forced marriage as a  woman and looking 
forward to transitioning: in some ways, this is a happy ending. Exile is a re-
curring narrative trope in queer cinema, and especially in trans narrative, as 
Wibke Straube has argued in her discussion of what she calls “exit scapes.”8 
However, the fi lm captures this geography of greater freedom as empty, cold, 
and strangely lacking in aff ect.  Th ese transnational spaces are haunted by 
the fi lm’s earlier evocations of  human relationality and intimacy. Working 
both with and against the idea of the exit scape, Facing Mirrors narrates the 
need for a queer trans presence both within the national public space of Iran 
and within the private space of the  family.

Facing Mirrors neither advocates Iran’s trans policy as an oasis of sexual 
freedom in an other wise repressive state nor does it suggest the open lib-
eral arms of Western Eu rope as a utopia for trans  people. Th rough its al-
legorical use of space, the fi lm proposes a queer trans politics of gender that 
cannot be answered by the Islamic Republic’s apparently generous policy on 
medical gender transition. Th e fi lm’s polemic is explic itly feminist in its queer 
politics: Edi’s lack of social mobility and agency is clearly framed by his fe-
male gender assignment at birth, which constantly forecloses his movement 
and constricts the kind of spaces he can occupy. Space, in fact, is deployed 
across the fi lm as a po liti cal prob lem for queer, nation, and world. Th e fi lm 
maps  these contested spaces as a means of refusing an easy East– West bi-
nary. Across this chapter, we deploy allegory as a framing concept— a prac-
tice of spatiality—to draw out queer cinema’s re sis tance to globalization’s 
limiting structure of protected private acts and benign public identity. It is 
not surprising, then, to fi nd non- Western cinemas struggling to create alter-
native aesthetic forms that pose queer publicness other wise.

Saying Something Else in Public

How does cinema narrate queer lives? To pose this question demands that 
we address the culturally mediated narratives of queerness and publicity. 
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Wrapped up in the Western optic of coming out is a fraught catch-22  in 
which queer  people are  either too closeted or overly blatant.9 In this con-
text, putting queer  people on- screen is a hyperbolic mode of  going public. 
Th e relationship of public to private spaces is central to queer lives, so the 
popularity of the coming- out story makes sense as an enduring engine of 
drama in gay cinema, particularly in the West but also elsewhere. Th ink, for 
example, of the British teen drama Beautiful  Th ing (Hettie Mac donald, dir., 
1996) or the liberal documentary Dangerous Living: Coming Out in the De-
veloping World (John Scagliotti, dir., 2003). Whereas the production of the 
heterosexual  couple is conventionally seen as a basic function of straight 
narrative (the marriage plot), one might imagine the business of queer 
narrativity to be the production of the gay subject who comes further and 
further out. Moreover, fi lms understood as national queer narratives have 
oft en functioned as a kind of national coming out, prompting rejection 
by state authorities, galvanizing lgb t  activists, and fi nding ac cep tance in 
the alternative  family of lgb t  fi lm festivals internationally, as happened 
with Fire.

However, theorists of sexuality and globalization have forcibly rejected 
the dominance of coming out as a Western model of homo sexuality, just 
as fi lm theory has critiqued the ideological eff ects of hegemonic forms of 
narrative. In its repre sen ta tion of gay  people, the coming- out narrative 
forecloses alternative modes of living queerly. Furthermore, in its narrative 
structure, it reproduces a trajectory that maps disturbingly onto the pro gress 
narratives of Western modernity, globalization, and aggressive Westerniza-
tion in the global South. Queer narrativity, we argue, takes more complex 
and more critical forms of being public. But if the coming- out narrative is 
thus a limiting model for queer publicity in the global context, the ques-
tions of public and private and of imagining a queer subject do nonetheless 
underwrite both queer lives and queer narrativity. Th inking beyond Euro- 
American life worlds, however, the relationship of public and private cannot 
be determined so easily in advance. Th e fi lms we address in this chapter 
turn to allegory as a less deterministic model for fi guring queer modes of 
publicness. Allegory is a narrative form that contains in its very defi nitions 
the potential for queer publicity.

Allegory becomes a core concept for thinking queer global visual culture 
 because allegory is literally speaking other wise in public. From the Greek 
allegoria, the concept’s etymology combines allos (another, diff  er ent) with 
agoreuein (speak openly, speak in the assembly), which in turn derives 
from agora (public assembly). Th us, in the everyday understanding of the 
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term, an allegory is a text that says one  thing in public but means another. 
It speaks out loud and sotto voce. Hidden within what it says publicly is 
a diff  er ent meaning. Martin Heidegger pointed to the public aspect of al-
legory in “Th e Origin of the Work of Art,” in which he says, “Th e art work 
is, to be sure, a  thing that is made, but it says something other than the 
mere  thing itself is, allo agoreuei. Th e work makes public something other 
than itself; it manifests something other; it is an allegory.”10 Something queer 
is being articulated  here: the allegory elaborates a kind of epistemology of 
the closet in speaking something other than itself, artfully speaking a truth 
without saying it directly. Th is reading could prompt a direct way of think-
ing about the queer potential of allegory in world cinema. In this version, 
fi lms speak something that has to remain hidden or closeted, using allegory 
as a means around censors, perhaps, to gain access to the world stage and 
allude to forbidden topics. But something  else is at work in this mode of al-
legory. It speaks in the agora, in the public sphere, on the world stage, but it 
speaks other wise, it speaks about something  else. Allegory refuses the liberal 
public– private distinction, speaking diff erently in public and reimagining the 
terms of repre sen ta tion precisely as a question of publicity and even an as-
sertion of worldliness.

Igor Grubić’s installation East Side Story (2008) off ers an illustration of 
allegory as a mode of representing homophobic vio lence. Th e work consists 
of two video channels presented at right  angles to each other and a series of 
photo graphs. On the left - hand video is tele vi sion footage of neo- Nazis and 
other aggressive protesters verbally and physically assaulting participants in 
LGBT Pride parades:  here, outnumbered riot police try to protect the Pride 
marchers and both police and queer  people are shown brutalized and bleed-
ing. Th e attacks took place in 2001  in Belgrade, Serbia, and in 2002  in 
Zagreb, Croatia. Meanwhile, the right- hand video shows a group of dancers 
retracing movements and gestures of  these events in the streets of Zagreb, 
largely ignored by passersby. Th e dance per for mances on the right- hand 
projection clearly allegorize the events on the left : the juxtaposition of the 
two projections makes clear that the choreography is referring to the vio-
lence, and the dancers’ bodies articulate fear, aggression, confrontation, and 
injury (fi gures 3.2–3.3). In the classic defi nition of allegory, the dancers “say” 
one  thing but are  really articulating something  else.  Here, we are reminded 
that Craig Owens describes allegory as a structure in which one text is read 
through another, a model of critique centered on textual revision.11 In this 
logic, the video of the dancers overwrites the documentary video of the vio-
lence, critiquing the po liti cal event in another form and thus rewriting it. It 



Figs. 3.2–3.3: The video installation East Side Story juxtaposes news footage of 
homophobic attacks on lgbt Pride marches with choreographed gestures in the 
same city streets of Zagreb.
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is precisely at the level of form that we apprehend the allegory: by reiterating 
gestures divorced from the events that gave rise to them.

Th is installation demonstrates the complexity of allegory: it is not just 
that the dancers represent events of homophobic vio lence in a diff  er ent 
medium. Th eir bodily movements are not exact copies of what happens in 
the documentary sequences; they are clearly iterative but not transcriptive 
in any direct sense. For example, the spectator cannot always tell  whether 
the dancers are performing gestures of the Pride participants, neo- Nazis, 
or police. East Side Story sees the transformation of real- world events into 
something aesthetic via choreography, photography, and video not simply as 
a second- order repre sen ta tion but as a form of historiography. Pure docu-
mentation does only limited work in fi guring the relationship of nationalist 
politics to queer embodiment, so the documentary video on its own is not 
suffi  cient critique. We need the dance, not as an elegy or a testimony, but as 
a mode of writing, an articulation of the event itself and Grubić’s and the 
dancers’ response to it. In shift ing our attention from one repre sen ta tional 
mode to another, allegory produces an amplifi cation that creates a diff  er ent 
relationship to what a public event means.

And this is a queer rhe toric. East Side Story’s iterative form becomes 
queerly po liti cal in its supplementarity. In fact, Owens discusses the idea 
of allegory as a supplement: for instance, a classical sculpture is already 
complete before it is named “virtue,” so the approach of modern art criti-
cism is to ignore this added meaning and concentrate on the form itself. 
Th us, “Allegory is extravagant, an expenditure of surplus value; it is al-
ways in excess. Croce found it ‘monstrous’ precisely  because it encodes two 
contents within one form.”12 Owens does not make them explicit, but we 
can hear the wickedly queer currents in allegory  here— the extravagant, 
the wasteful, the excessive, the monstrous, and the duplicitous. Each of 
 these terms has a history of association with homo sexuality and, in par tic-
u lar, with that which is suspicious in Western aesthetics.13 East Side Story’s 
dancers might seem meaningless to the passersby in the street or even to 
the gallery viewer transfi xed by the shocking scenes of vio lence on the left , un-
sure how to read the more controlled and abstracted bodies on the right. 
As Dejan Sretenovic has argued, the piece uses choreographed bodies to 
evoke the corporeal expressivity of queer sex, as well as the physicality 
of vio lence and, by contrast, the neutrality of the passersby.14 Social posi-
tions with regard to homo sexuality are fi gured in  these bodies, a series of 
intersecting vectors that can be thought only through both image tracks 
in combination.
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More than simply reinterpreting the violent attacks in dance, East Side 
Story speaks diff erently in public. As Sretenovic puts it, “Grubić’s interven-
tionist aesthetic act in public space in itself exteriorizes the ambiguity of 
visibility and invisibility attendant on such artistic practice.”15 On the one 
hand, this strategy could be seen to smuggle po liti cal speech into a seem-
ingly innocuous per for mance. Spectators in Zagreb’s public squares prob-
ably do not know that this per for mance refers to queer pride or vio lence, and 
they might respond diff erently to the choreography if they did. In allegorical 
terms, Grubić uses the abstract gestures of dance to articulate something 
hidden. But if  there is something invisible in the street per for mance,  there is 
also something that becomes vis i ble in the fi nished installation. Th ey do not 
speak  either the language of neo- Nazis or that of the Pride marchers; rather, 
they reassert public space for queer bodies in a way that is not contesta-
tory but participatory in subtle and covert ways. Th e dancers are “speaking 
in public,” intervening in everyday spaces, in the midst of quotidian fl ows 
of ordinary routines and actions. Th ey are highly vis i ble, standing out by 
 doing something quite diff  er ent from the usual use of Zagreb’s streets, yet 
they appear oddly invisible, ignored in a way that neither the Pride march-
ers nor the neo- Nazis wish to be. Sretenovic fi nds Grubić’s work to focus 
consistently on “marginalised social groups that have become victims of the 
unfulfi lled promises of democracy.”16

East Side Story uses the form of allegory to trou ble the relationship be-
tween public rights and private be hav ior, a distinction rarely accorded to 
queer lives and queer bodies. It undoes the conventional social narration of 
public and private spaces that underwrites liberal subjectivity and hetero-
sexual privilege. Furthermore, the installation poses queer publicness as a 
strategy for exposing the po liti cal failures of postsocialist politics, but one 
does not simply stand in for the other: in queer allegory one must always 
move back and forth from one kind of body, image, per for mance, and poli-
tics to another. In contexts in which homophobic vio lence is mobilized as 
nationalist re sis tance to globalized late capitalism, Grubić’s piece opens up a 
means to rethink queer sovereignty and demo cratic community.

In this chapter, we use the concept of allegory to interrogate the stakes of 
narrating queer lives. Moving from Fredric Jameson’s contested account of 
national allegory, we propose allegory as an always worldly and geopo liti-
cally charged form. Th e chapter analyzes a series of non- Western fi lms, all of 
which use allegory to overwrite Western narratives of otherness. Th ey refuse 
to install the fi gure of the queer as an avatar of modernization or as the privi-
leged fi gure who negotiates between global and local. Th e sections address a 
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range of fi lms from Guinea, India, Japan, Th ailand, China and South  Korea, 
as well as fi lms that could be categorized as art cinema, documentary, pop-
u lar cinema, and avant- garde. Th rough  these readings, we aim to draw out 
both the danger and the potential of allegory as a mode of queer worldliness 
for non- Western cinema.

National Allegory and Queer World Making

Jameson’s concept of national allegory forms one of the more infl uential 
theories of “Th ird World lit er a ture” and has become a touchstone for narra-
tive theory, harnessing the concept of allegory to the exigencies of the Th ird 
World narrative.17 For Jameson, allegory is necessary to represent the real 
conditions of the postcolonial nation, since the legacy of colonial oppression 
alongside the pressures of neo- imperialism do not permit the forms of realist 
or modernist narratives favored in Western modernity. For critics (and  there 
are many), Jameson’s totalizing sweep is itself a colonizing gesture, limiting 
the complexity of non- Western textuality. Why must all Th ird World narra-
tives do this single  thing, asks Aijiz Ahmad?18 He insists that the so- called 
Th ird World is also part of the cap i tal ist system and must, therefore, have 
experienced some of the separation of public and private that Jameson as-
sociates with First World socie ties.19 Ahmad therefore refuses a First World– 
Th ird World taxonomy, instead considering the world in terms of the global 
strug gles that are legible in all parts of the system. Despite the per sis tent va-
lidity of Ahmad’s critique, Jameson’s concept nonetheless remains provoca-
tive for thinking how texts assert their place in the world.

Jameson’s model links the relationship of private and public that defi nes 
allegory to the complex geopo liti cal systems of postcolonial capitalism. For 
Jameson, Th ird World texts use the private to allegorize the public, in con-
trast to the way that private and public operate in Western texts.20 He as-
serts that the experiences of neo- imperialism, postcoloniality, and economic 
subjugation produce a diff  er ent condition of representability and that the 
public- private split is one of the places that we can see the eff ects of this dif-
ference. Th is structure for Jameson includes a split between “the domain 
of sexuality” and “the public world of classes and the economic.”21 Neither 
realism nor modernism respond to the par tic u lar constrictions of life in the 
Th ird World, and an aesthetic analy sis must engage with  these geopo liti cal 
distinctions. Th is argument enables a queer analy sis in its insistence that 
being in a diff  er ent relationship to power produces a diff  er ent way of being 
public (or private) and therefore a diff  er ent way of staging this relationship 
textually. It accounts for the centrality of publicity in constructions of sexual 
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and gender identities and politics, and it addresses the systems of global 
capital within which identities and politics are negotiated. Th us, the Jame-
sonian concept of allegory off ers a model for understanding the geopolitics 
of queer narration as at once complexly local and shot through with the 
exigencies of global power.

It might seem odd to turn Jameson’s argument to queer purpose since 
one of the critiques mounted against national allegory is its unquestioned 
gender privilege, as Ahmad has suggested.22 However, one of Jameson’s ear-
liest examples of cinematic allegory, Dog Day Aft er noon (Sidney Lumet, dir., 
1975), has queerness and gender transgression at its core. Th e protagonist of 
Dog Day Aft er noon, Sonny, is a queer man who robs a bank to fund his trans 
lover’s gender transition surgery. Jameson ignores this critical narrative vec-
tor in his well- known analy sis of the fi lm as allegory. Some of Jameson’s 
fi rst thinking on cognitive mapping emerges from his analy sis of the fi lm. 
He argues famously that the characters and locations form an allegorical 
structure for the viewer, one that reveals something of the new late- cap i tal ist 
world order; the uncaring and stultifying systemization of value engineered 
by large- scale multinational corporations that other wise are unrepresent-
able. For Jameson, Dog Day Aft er noon’s allegorization begins to bring the 
violent totalizing force of  these world systems into view. But what we see as 
the fi lm’s remarkably sympathetic depiction of a queer relationship does not 
seem to  factor into the fi lm’s topology according to Jameson. Queer inti-
macy does not have a place on his map.

Th e signifi cance of this intimacy to the fi lm’s allegory can be seen in a 
crucial scene in which Sonny, played by Al Pacino, makes a phone call to his 
lover. Th e fi lm fi gures the location of queer contact as one that is pos si ble 
only via cinematic space. In turn, the fi lm deploys that space thematically to 
bring into question the possibility of queer intimacy. Th e scene opens in close-
up, with Sonny and Leon intercut as they talk. Narrationally, the spectator is 
almost fooled into thinking that the fi lm is sharing exclusive access to a private 
moment, but they quickly realize they have been hoping for an intimacy that 
can never be achieved. As the conversation continues, the fi lm cuts to a wider 
shot that reveals that the police have been listening the  whole time. According 
to legend, Pacino demanded that this encounter between his character and 
his gay lover be shot as a telephone scene and not in physical proximity. We 
could simply read this scene as a subtle articulation of the epistemology of 
the closet: queers are deprived of true intimacy. In fact, queers never seem to 
calibrate their privacy “correctly,” and our relations, like Sonny and Leon’s, 
are always  either restrictively private or too overtly public.
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But this scene also turns up the heat on the fi lm’s simmering dystopia, 
and it underscores its pessimism through a crucial and sudden betrayal of 
the fi lm’s narrational relationship to the viewer. Th e revelation that  others 
are listening represents one of the fi rst times the fi lm has misled us, and the 
spectator’s sudden realization that the lovers’ conversation was never private 
prompts us to feel sad and cheated. Th e cold face of corporate capitalism is 
represented diegetically in the violation of privacy but also cinematically in 
a cruel twist of the fi lm’s narration. Like the sinister hospitality represented 
by the home- baked cookies that Harrison Ford’s evil gay off ers in the equally 
conspiratorial world of Th e Conversation (Francis Ford Coppola, dir., 1974), 
Dog Day Aft er noon’s false intimacy might force the viewer to refl ect back on 
the destructive powers of late capitalism and how it threatens to reor ga nize 
the world in even more inhuman terms. Queerness— and its relationships to 
publicness and privacy, intimacy and worldliness— transpires to be at the 
heart of Dog Day Aft er noon’s allegory of late capitalism. Without Sonny’s 
love and devotion, we have no sense of what global corporate capitalism 
threatens to eliminate. Sonny’s actions in robbing the bank tie queer inti-
macy to anticapitalist revolt. Although Jameson does not consider it directly, 
we fi nd queerness to be essential to understanding the fi lm’s geopo liti cal 
structure.

Th e centrality of queer bodies to po liti cal allegory— and the odd cultural 
amnesia to which they are subject—is also vis i ble in V for Vendetta (James 
McTeigue, dir., 2005), a fi lm about revolution against a totalitarian state that 
centers a lesbian love story. As Allison McGuffi  e has argued, the fi lm enacts 
a queer critique of repressive social structures and, moreover, closely links 
queer sexuality with po liti cal revolution.23 Perhaps, given that the fi lm’s pro-
ducers were the trans fi lmmakers Lana and Lilly Wachowski, it should not 
be surprising that V for Vendetta imagines a rather queer revolution. Th e 
fi lm is set in a dystopian  future in which a fascistic right- wing regime rules 
the United Kingdom with military force. Th e regime insists on conformity 
and punishes any form of diff erence, but it is sexuality that emerges as 
the narrative’s decisive diff erence. Th e fi rst overt act of refusal comes from 
Gordon, a gay tele vi sion presenter with a secret room hiding homoerotic 
bdsm images and other forbidden objects. By satirizing the regime on his 
show, he rejects his stringently closeted life and is soon aft erward arrested, 
tortured, and killed.

Th e central queer story, though, is of Valerie and Ruth. We see their love 
story in fl ashback: at fi rst they live an idyllic life in a cottage with a  rose gar-
den. Th en, during the rise of the oppressive regime, the two  women are cap-
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tured and tortured to death. Th eir story ends with Valerie, close to death, 
affi  rming her love for Ruth, insisting, “But for three years we had roses.” Th e 
protagonist Evey fi nds this story written painstakingly on toilet paper, which 
Valerie had hidden in the wall of her prison cell.  Later imprisoned in the 
same cell, Evey reads the testimony and is spurred to revolutionary action. 
We learn that V, the masked revolutionary who mentors Evey, was also rad-
icalized by the same story. Th e history of Valerie and Ruth gave him the 
courage to burn down his prison (destroying his face in the pro cess) and 
to take up arms against the state. Th us, the decisive evidence of the state’s 
oppression is its vio lence against lesbians, and a story (in the past, a gauzy 
fantasmatic vision) of lesbian devotion fi gures that which it is worth fi ghting 
and  dying for.

V for Vendetta has had a power ful aft erlife and has been particularly in-
fl uential on the vernacular of anticapitalist activism. Th e Guy Fawkes mask 
worn by V and by the fi lm’s revolutionary citizens has been appropriated by 
the Occupy movement, by the online activists Anonymous, and by other 
groups centered on anonymous action. Th e image of V’s mask can be seen 
stenciled on sidewalks in all of the centers of pop u lar re sis tance to neoliberal 
capitalism. Th e fi lm clearly off ers a broad— critics would say, unnuanced— 
allegory of anticapitalist activism. Yet few of  those who view the fi lm as 
po liti cal allegory even recall that Evey’s and V’s revolutionary acts are mo-
tivated by a lesbian love story. In the fi lm’s climactic scene, Evey sends the 
dead body of V and a train full of explosives  toward the Houses of Parlia-
ment covered in red roses, reminding us that queer intimacy is the very 
symbol of revolutionary commitment. If the fi lm as a  whole allegorizes a 
generic anticapitalism, then within the text roses fi gure queer bonds, which 
in turn bespeak the instigation of revolutionary desire. V for Vendetta, like 
Dog Day Aft er noon, becomes even more queer when read from the perspec-
tive of allegory.

Queer politics, it seems, have been hiding in plain sight within some of 
Anglophone culture’s most canonical allegories of global capital. What might 
happen to the pro cesses of fi guring totality if we looked queerly at other 
national contexts for allegory? In considering queer allegory, then, we aim 
not to replicate forms of critique blind to queer fi guration but to consider 
what light queer narrativity sheds on the tension between visualizing totality 
and recognizing diff erence. Th e debate over national allegory has been enor-
mously productive for fi lm scholars seeking to account for the transnational 
logics of “world cinema,” and any adoption of  these logics, we claim, must in-
clude the queerness of world cinema. Jameson enumerates some  things that 
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happen in allegorical texts: the staging of a social and historical nightmare, 
a psy chol ogy that must be read in social terms, the prob lem of narrative 
closure in a situation with no po liti cal solution, and the fabulous becom-
ing more eff ective than realism to articulate the real. All of  these narrative 
situations speak evocatively to queer experience and begin to limn the pos-
sibilities for a queer allegorical text. Jameson’s vision of the fi gurability of 
the world in national allegory might be more queer than it fi rst appears. As 
Helen Leung argues, “Th e question of sexuality has long been pres ent in the 
politicized cinemas that emerged in the wake of the Th ird Cinema tradition. 
It is one of the most power ful allegorical vehicles for the repre sen ta tion of 
power and its abuses.”24 Or, as John David Rhodes succinctly puts it in rela-
tion to con temporary American queer cinema, employing allegory “dem-
onstrates a serious dissatisfaction with available modes of repre sen ta tion.”25 
Th is chapter identifi es allegory as a central form of queer narration, one that 
refuses the relationship of public and private demanded by globalization’s 
subject and off ers ways of speaking— and being— other wise in the world.

The Doubleness of Queer Allegory

Th e question of allegory is central to Dakan/Destiny (Mohamed Camara, 
dir., 1997), which is widely viewed as the fi rst sub- Saharan African fi lm with 
a gay theme. In it, Manga and Sori fall in love as high school students but 
are separated by their families. Manga’s  mother sends Manga to a traditional 
healer to be cured of homo sexuality while Sori’s  father insists Sori take over 
the  family business and marry. Sori does get married and has a child. 
Meanwhile,  aft er years with the healer, Manga enters a relationship with 
Oumou, a white  woman he meets through his  mother. Both in some way 
outsiders, the two forge a bond. When the men see each other again in a 
bar, though, they immediately recognize their mutual desire. Despite their 
love for their families and apparently genuine relationships with  women, 
Manga and Sori ultimately leave every thing  behind to be together. At fi rst 
glance, then, Dakan does not seem to be allegorical at all, at least in terms of 
sexuality. Th e fi lm was controversial precisely for its direct repre sen ta tion 
of homo sexuality, perceived by many African critics as un- African, sinful, 
or an unwanted relic of Eu ro pean colonialism.26

Th e tensions between Western gay narratives and postcolonial cinema 
are set in motion in Dakan’s international circulation. Premiered at Cannes 
and shown at several lesbian and gay fi lm festivals in the West, as well as 
at the Panafrican Film and Tele vi sion Festival (fes paco ) of Ouagadougou, 
Dakan fi ts neatly into some of the “universal” narratives favored by the queer 
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